OVERVIEW
THURSDAY 13/12

WEDNESDAY 12/12
08.30-0930
COFFEE

09.30-13.00

Regional meetings
(lunch -wrapsserved at 12.00)

13.00-14.15

BREAK/
Manifestation TBC
13-14

COFFEE

10.00-11.15

Opening plenary, members
approval and presentation of
reports*(1)

11.15-11.45

BREAK

14.15-15.30

WORKSHOPS

13.00-15.00

WORKSHOPS
LUNCH
Lunch activity

Lunch beat - Sandler
Queer sightseeing

15.30-16.00

COFFEE

15.00-16.15

Plenary: Alliances and kinship
across global intersections

16.00-18.00

Opening cermony
and ILGA award

16.15-16.45

COFFEE

EVENING

City Hall reception
and Opening party
at Debaser

16.45-18.00

EVENING

SATURDAY 15/12

SUNDAY 16/12

Lucia Surprise at STF

09.30-10.00

11.15-13.00

FRIDAY 14/12

WORKSHOPS

COFFEE

Plenary: Two Steps Forward,
One Step Back? - Developments
at the United Nations
BREAK

COFFEE

COFFEE

Voting on proposals

WORKSHOPS

BREAK

BREAK

Presentation of reports*(2)
and of candidates

WORKSHOPS

WORKSHOPS

LUNCH
Lunch activity

LUNCH
Lunch activity

LUNCH
Lunch activity

Election announcements (positions and
host city). Plenary - A Global Movement
for International Solidarity - Who, What
and When to Speak

Voting*(3) and closing
plenary

Lunch beat - Sandler
Queer sightseeing
Film screening - Hedén

Presentation of candidates
and of 2014 host cities
COFFEE

WORKSHOPS

• Film festival w/ dinner • Dinner at Kulturhuset.
• Sappho Island, a global
• Dinner at ABF
celebration of queer clubbing.
• Old town tour w/
• Dinner at women’s collective
dinner(limited)
(limited)

Queer salsa - Sandler
Queer sightseeing
Asylum workshop

Queer salsa - Sandler
Queer sightseeing

COFFEE

WORKSHOPS

It’s not over!
Closing Party w/ dinner

Spectacular dinner at
the Vasa Museum

Reports from the Board, the Office and the pre-conferences
Reports from the Secretariats and the regional caucuses
*(3)
Voting on audited accounts, financial reports, budget and auditor’s appointment
*(1)
*(2)
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WELCOME TO
THE CONFERENCE
It is our pleasure to welcome you to
the XXVI ILGA World Conference.

We have chosen “Global Rights, Global Respect” as the theme of the
conference on the one hand because for all of us being here together will
be really an incomparable opportunity to share and learn from the experience of people and organizations from all regions in the world, and to create
stronger and sustainable networks – an ideal opportunity for all to strategize,
network and build alliances together to advance our rights in the world!
On the other hand, we have chosen the theme because it is evident that we
as a movement have some challenges and important discussions ahead of
us – especially on how we as a movement can act in solidarity without taking
over and talking over the voice of those we advocate for. These are discussions we will engage in at the conference in Stockholm!
Welcome to Stockholm and enjoy the Conference!
Gloria Careaga
Renato Sabbadini
Co-Secretaries General, ILGA

RFSL welcomes you
How does it feel to be the official host of ILGA World 2012?
I feel honoured to have the opportunity to work with this! So many people
have worked so hard to put this conference together. We have a fantastic local team and a great cooperation with ILGA World, and help from more than
100 volunteers. It’s a privilege to be part of this event, which I think is really
historic.
What do you mean with historic?
We’re pretty sure that this is the largest democratic meeting of the LGBTI
movement so far, when it comes to regional and geographical representation and diversity. People are flying in from almost 100 countries, it’s a truly
global event.
What is RFSL’s main objective as a host?
A part of our bid at the last World Conference in Sao Paolo, was to do everything we could to secure the presence of as many activists as possible,
and work hard to get a globally balanced representation. To ensure this, we
arrange the conference in December, which is low season for the event industry. That way we could get deals that helped us put the money where we
really wanted it to go: to secure funding for participants. This is also why we
chose hostel accommodation over more fancy hotels. We have also worked
hard to get a number of different funders - including the Swedish Development Agency and the Swedish Institute - to fund participation.
What are your hopes and expectations?
I’m looking forward to all the networking, all the meetings
that will take place, all the new connections that will occur. I really hope and expect that we all leave this conference strengthened in our activism, and that we say
goodbye at the end of the week with renewed energy.
Ulrika Westerlund
President of RFSL
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Ilga award 2012
On the occasion of its 26th world conference, to be held in Stockholm from
12 to 16 December 2012, ILGA has decided to launch its own award for
highly commendable achievements in the struggle for the equality for LGBTI
people.
The Executive Board of ILGA decided unanimously to bestow the
award to Her Excellency Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, President of
the Argentina, for the key role played by Argentina in recent years in promoting the universal decriminalization of homosexuality at the United Nations. It
will be remembered that:
- The UN Ambassador of Argentina, on December 18 2008, at the UN General Assembly, read the Statement calling for decriminalisation of homosexuality signed by 66 countries.
- Thanks to the Equal Marriage Act same-sex couples in Argentina are eligible for the same benefits and protections as opposite-sex couples (including
adoption).
- The Law on Gender Identity grants adults sex reassignment surgery and
hormone therapy as a part of their public or private health care plans, and
also allows for changes to gender, image, or birth name, on civil registries
without the approval of a doctor or a judge.
The award will be collected on behalf of the President by His Excellency
Amado Boudou, Vice-President of Argentina during the award ceremony at
the City Hall of Stockholm on Wednesday 12 December 2012.
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WELCOME TO
STOCKHOLM
Discrimination on the ground of sexual orientation, gender identity or gender expression is in violation of the basic principle of equal value and equal
rights for all people. Unfortunately, this violation is still a reality in many
countries around the world. People are imprisoned and discriminated for
who they are. Sweden plays an active role to highlight the situation for these
people in its dialogues with other countries and within the framework of the
UN Human Rights Council.
To meet and share experiences with people from different contexts with different experiences is very important for the struggle against discrimination.
The City of Stockholm is glad that ILGA has chosen Stockholm for the XXVI
ILGA Conference. The city acknowledges the importance of the conference
by inviting the participants to a reception at the City Hall, famous not least
for the Nobel Prize banquet. We wish you a successful conference and a
pleasant stay in our beautiful city.
Welcome to Stockholm!
Ulf Fridebäck
Vice President of the Stockholm City Council
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Building

RFSL

Room

Time

09.00•••10.00•••11.00•••12.00•••13.00•••14.00•••15.00•••16.00•••17.00•••18.00•••19.00•••20.00•••21.00
Unionen

RFSL Timmy
Level 1

MSM in Kenya A Contextual
perspective
(1ENG)

Kata

Queering Migrations: Desires,
sexualities and
rights in motion
(2ENG) 14.15-15.30

LUNCH

Regional meetings

Media Mobilization on LGBT
Rights

AFRICA

10.00-12.00

(3ENG)

Sandler

ASIA

10.00-12.00

(4ENG)

Opening party at Debaser

19.00 - 01.00

14.15-15.30

Negotiating Sexual
Rights in Post Disaster and Conflict Area
(5ENG)

Regional meetings

Erlander

City Hall reception

14.15-15.30

Reaching out to
LGBTI-friendly
governments

Regional meetings

NORTH AMERICA
10.00-12.00

14.15-15.30

Regional meetings

Per-Albin

ANZAPI

Let’s build a global
queer people of
color alliance!
(6ENG)

10.00-12.00

14.15-15.30

OPENING CERMONY
and ILGA Award

Hedén

Regional meetings

LAC

14.30-15.30

LUNCH

LGBT in the
workplace & LGBT
Network (7ENG)

10.00-12.00

BREAK

Z-salen

BREAK

ABF

COFFEE

Pontus Charlotte
Level 1

BREAK

BREAK

14.15-15.30

COFFEE

WEDNESDAY 12TH of December

Day

16.00-18.00

14.15-15.30

Branting
09.30-10.00

08

11.15-11-45

12.00-14-00

15.00-15.30 15.30-16.00
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Level 3

11.45-13.00

LUNCH

Transrespect
versus Transphobia
Worldwide – Using TvT
research results for
advocacy (16ENG)

Threatening visibility,
far right homophobes in
European parliaments
(9ENG)

Palme

12.15--14.00

16.45--18.00

Egale Canada &
IBM: Creating Safer
Spaces Together
(17ENG)

LGBT Global Development
Partnership, United States
Agency for International
Development (10ENG)

Kata

11.45-13.00

Launch of the
TvT report (11ENG)

Sandler

11.45-13.00

Mise en œuvre d’un
réseau francophone
(15FRE)
16.45--18.00

Self organized space
18.00-21.00

16.45-18.00

If the youth are
united... Encouraging
young LGBTQ people to
involve internationally
(18ENG) 16.45-18.00

Lunch dance
/ DJ sister Justice
13.00-15.00

Self organized space
18.00-21.00

Donors Workshop
(19ENG)

Erlander

16.45-18.00

How Effective is Litigation in Decriminalising
Homosexuality?
(20ENG)

General workshop
(constitutional)
(12ENG)

Per-Albin

Z-salen

Opening plenary,
members approval and
presentation of reports

11.45-13.00

The hidden face
of evil: Religious
fundamentalism
(13ENG)
11.45-13.00

10.00-11.15

WARIAZONE, Documentary by
Terje Toomitsy and KIWA
(14ENG)

LUNCH
LUNCH 13.00-15-00

Plenary:
Alliances and
kinship across global
intersections

BREAK

ABF

Questioning the norm
– critical education
(8ENG)

BREAK

RFSL Konf.rum

09.00•••10.00•••11.00•••12.00•••13.00•••14.00•••15.00•••16.00•••17.00•••18.00•••19.00•••20.00•••21.00

BREAK

Time

BREAK

THURSDAY 13TH of December

RFSL

Room

COFFEE

Building

COFFEE

Day

15.00-16.15

16.45-18.00

Reproductive Rights
of Lesbian, Bisexual
and Trans Women
with HIV (21ENG)

09.30-10.00

10

11.15-11-45

13.00-15-00

16.15-16.45

18.00-21.00

Self organized space
18.00-21.00

16.45-18.00

General
workshop (constitutional)
(22ENG)

Hedén

Self organized space

Self organized space

17.00-18.00

18.00-21.00
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Building

RFSL

Room

Time

09.00•••10.00•••11.00•••12.00•••13.00•••14.00•••15.00•••16.00•••17.00•••18.00•••19.00•••20.00•••21.00
Dialogue between
religious leaders/
communities and
LGBTI people
(24ENG)

RFSL Konf.rum
Level 3

BREAK

LUNCH

Homophobia of Laws
and Neighbours
around the World
(25ENG)
16.45--18.00

Palme

The Universal Periodic
Review: a UN process
to have LGBTI rights
implemented at
national level
(26ENG) 16.45--18.00

Kata

Documenting LGBT
Oral Histories
(27ENG)

Self organized space

18.00-21.00

Self organized space
18.00-21.00

16.45-18.00

It’s Time for Reform!
(28ENG)

Lunch dance
/ DJ sister Justice

Sandler

13.00-15.00

UN Plenary/
Panel

Z-salen

BREAK

Per-Albin

Reports from the
regional meetings;
Presentation of
candidates

Speeches of candidates and Intergroup
Award

11.45-13.00

10.00-11.15

Hedén

15.00-16.15

Documentary: Inclusive pilgrimage to Mecca led by the woman
imam Amina Wadud, 2012
(23ENG)
13.00-14.00

11.15-11-45

General workshop
(constitutional)
(29ENG)

16.15-16.45

18.00-21.00

Self organized space

16.45-18.00

“What did you say”:
Trans experience on
Bolivian television
(30ESP)

18.00-21.00

Self organized space

16.45-18.00

FRENCH VS ENGLISH :
Beyond the language
issue (31ENG)

LUNCH

09.30-10.00

Self organized space

16.45-18.00

BREAK

ABF

COFFEE

Hyllan
Level 1

BREAK

16.45-18.00

COFFEE

FRIDAY 14TH of December

Day

18.00-21.00

Self organized space

16.45-18.00

18.00-21.00

13.00-15-00

12

13

The Gender Based Lie;
A look at GBV in the
Muslim community

Charting a Programmatic Roadmap for
LGBTI Groups (32ENG)

11.45-13.00

Mapping the legal
situation of trans*
people worldwide: ILGA
World’s draft report and
consultation (33ENG)

Palme

Marriage - Around the
World

Postcards from the
Pacific

(47ENG)

(40ENG)

11.45-13.00

10.00-11.15

16.45--18.00

Intersex activism in
Africa

Safer Social Networking

Kata

LUNCH

(39ENG)

10.00-11.15

BREAK

Pontus Charlotte
Level 1

09.00•••10.00•••11.00•••12.00•••13.00•••14.00•••15.00•••16.00•••17.00•••18.00

(34ENG)

The situation of the
LGBTQIA community in
North Africa, especially
Tunisia. (48ENG)

(41ENG)

11.45-13.00
10.00-11.15

Stairways to Heaven:
overview of the legal
situation of trans
population in LAC

Working “The System”:
The UN, UPR and Treaty
Bodies (35ENG)

Sandler

(42ENG)

10.00-11.15

16.45-18.00

The journey to silver
screen - INTERSEXION
the film (49ENG)

Lunch dance
/ Queersalsa

11.45-13.00

13.00-15.00

16.45-18.00

The role of the EU
in promoting LGBTI
Human Rights in the
World (50ENG)

Erlander

Experiences

(36ENG)

16.45-18.00

10.00-11.15

Activism in the
diaspora (37ENG)

General workshop
(constitutional)

(38ENG)

11.45-13.00

Strategies to identify
the reality and needs
of gay people in rural
areas. (44ENG)
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Election announcements
(positions and host city).
Plenary - A Global Movement for International
Solidarity - Who, What
and When to Speak
15.00-16.15

LUNCH

11.45-13.00

General workshop
(constitutional)

(45ENG)

11.15-11-45

The Swedish Asylum System

(46ENG)
11.45-13.00

10.00-11.15
09.30-10.00

(51ENG)

(43ENG)

10.00-11.15

Hedén

Liberal Parties and
the LGBTI movement

Problems faced by
LGBTI in Nepal

BREAK

Per-Albin

Z-salen

BREAK

ABF

Time

COFFEE

RFSL

Room

COFFEE

SATURDAY 15TH of December

Day

Building

16.45-18.00

Recovering the
historical memory of
LGBT people in Latin
America (52ENG)
16.45-18.00

General workshop
(constitutional) 50

(53ENG)

13.00-15-00

13.00-15-00

16.45-18.00
16.15-16.45
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Meet RFSL’s local
activists!
(54ENG)
11.45-13.00

BREAK

Palme

09.00•••10.00•••11.00•••12.00•••13.00•••14.00•••15.00•••16.00•••17.00

BREAK

ABF

Time

COFFEE

Room

LUNCH

Internet Rights are
LGBT Rights
(55ENG)

Kata

11.45-13.00

Documenting the
Defenders: Activism,
Violations and Telling
the Tales (56ENG)

Sandler

Lunch dance
/ Queersalsa
13.00-15-00

11.45-13.00

LGBT and Disaster LGBT Experiences and
Education on Disaster
(57ENG)

Voting on
proposals

11.45-13.00

Advocacy in the OAS
Inter-American System
(58ENG)

Voting and
closing plenary

LUNCH

15.00-16.15

11.45-13.00

10.00-11.15

On ReligionTBC
(59ENG)

Hedén

BREAK

Z-salen

BREAK

Per-Albin

COFFEE

SUNDAY 16TH of December

Day

Building

11.45-13.00
09.30-10.00

16

11.15-11-45

13.00-15-00

16.15-16.45
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Wrist
bands

Yellow

Self paying participants, with meals.

All meals, evening activities, parties, lunches and lunch activities.
Accommodation at STF Fridhemsplan or self paid lodging elsewhere.

Orange

Accommodation at STF Fridhemsplan, breakfast (in two shifts). All
meals, evening activities parties
and lunch activities.
Airport transfer.

Green

Staff at RFSL and ILGA.

Volunteers.

Access all areas + meals.

Meals included during work shifts.

White

Red

Day passes.

Press.

Access to workshops and conference activities.

Conference programme including
lunch and lunch activities. Can
buy tickets to evening activities
and parties at info desk.

Blue
Scholars

Pink

Self paying participants, no meals.

Can take part in lunch activities if
there is space left. Can buy tickets
to evening activities and parties at
info desk.

WRISTBAND LEGEND

WRISTBAND LEGEND
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Scholars

FLIGHT PROBLEM?
If you have a problem related to your flight (missed a connection, cancelled flight
etc), send an sms or call Stephen Barris, ILGA: +46723004077 (Swedish cell
phone, Stephen will be in Stockholm)

OTHER PROBLEMS?
If you have any other problem during your stay in Sweden, that requires assistance from conference staff:
Call: +46850162920 (Only English)
Sms: +46735415389 (English and
Spanish)
E-mail: hotline@rfsl.se (English and
Arrivals
Spanish)
Look for the ILGA logo in the arrivals
hall. Our Welcome Team will put you in a
Breakfast in two shifts
taxi, or in our volunteer bus and take you
You will get breakfast tickets valid for
straight to the hostel STF Fridhemsplan.
NB: Certain arrivals may get met only either of the groups:
Earlybirds or Sleepy Eyes.
by a taxi. If there is no ILGA staff at
Earlybirds can enjoy breakfast anytime
the airport, look for you name on a
between 7-8.30 hrs.
taxi sign, in the arrival’s hall.
Sleepy Eyes can enjoy breakfast, after
8.30-10 hrs.
Medical team
Earlybirds must finish their breakfast
Our
volunteer
doctors
and
nurses
and make room for Sleepy Eyes before
.
are available weeknights at STF
8.30 hrs. The two groups will be divided
Fridhemsplan. They can give you
upon arrival at the hostel on a first come
a basic medical check up, give
first served basis.
advice and tell you if you need
to seek further medical care and
The breakfast room is located on the
where you in that case should go.
ground floor behind the reception.
For emergencies, call 112.

opening hours
Info Desk

STF Fridhemsplan
Monday 8-11, 16-21
Tuesday 8-11, 16-21
Wednesday 8-16
Thursday 8-10
Sunday 16-20 (Departure desk)
Monday 03-17.30 hrs (Departure desk)

Registration

+ value packs for Scholars
Hostel - STF Fridhemsplan
Friday, 7th December, 13-20 hrs.
Saturday 8th, 8-21 hrs.
Sunday, 9th, 8-22 hrs.

ABF-huset
Every day 9.30-18 hrs, Monday 10th
through Sunday, 16th.

ABF-huset
Every day 9.30-18 hrs, Monday 10th
through Sunday, 16th.

Reimbursements

If you can present a receipt of your visa
cost from the Embassy that issued the
visa, you can have it reimbursed. If you
have other reimbursement agreements
with ILGA/RFSL, don’t forget to bring all
your receipts.
Reimbursement only at ABF-huset
Thursday 13-15 hrs
Friday 13-15 hrs
Saturday 13-15 hrs

Departures

From Thursday, December 13th, at 13
hrs, there will be lists with your name on
it in the info desk, and your pick up time
from STF Fridhemsplan, by taxi or our
volunteer bus.

Evening activities

Where:
Staff room at STF Fridhemsplan
When:
Monday-Friday 18-20 hrs.

Scholars are part of our evening programme, with daily dinner activities.
Please check this programme for more
details on evening activities. On some
evenings there are multiple options. The
booking system is at ABF-huset, where you
can sign up and get tickets for activities.
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Our departure team will be at STF Fridhemsplan to answer your questions.
Sunday, Dec 16th: 16-21
Monday, Dec 17th: 03-17.30 hrs.
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GETTING
HERE

From Fridhemsplan to ABF-huset
Three stops to Rådmansgatan.
•
•
•
•

FROM ARLANDA AIRPORT

•
•

SCHOLARS:

Look for the ILGA logo in the arrivals hall. Our Welcome Team will put you in a taxi, or
in our volunteer bus and take you straight to STF Fridhemsplan.
NB: Certain arrivals may get met only by a taxi. If there is no ILGA staff at the
airport, look for you name on a taxi sign, in the arrival’s hall.

From Arlanda airport

To ABF-huset – conference venue

NON-SCHOLARS:

Here’s how to get from Arlanda airport to
the city:
Flygbussarna is the most affordable option, and takes 45 minutes to the Central
station.
Price: 99 SEK one way.

To STF Fridhemsplan
– hostel and hotel
•
•
•

Flygbussarna are located right outside
the arrivals hall. Look for signs for buses
in the arrivals hall. Buy your ticket in a
machine to your immediate right after you
clear customs, or buy one on the bus.
Arlanda Express is the quickest option,
it takes 20 minutes to the Central station. Buy your ticket in a machine to your
immediate right after you clear customs.
Take the elevator down from the arrivals
hall.
Price: 260 SEK one way.

•

•
•

•
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Subway T Fridhemsplan
From the platform: Choose exit
Drottningholmsvägen.
Take the escalators up and walk
straight out of the building onto
Drottningholmsvägen.
Walk approx 50 meters to the left until you reach the crossing Drottningholmsvägen and S:t Eriksgatan with
traffic lights.
Cross Drottningholmsvägen on your
right on the big zebra crossing.
Keep walking on St Eriksgatan and
on your left hand side, at the end
of the block, you will see a big sign
“Hostel”.
Walk over to the left side of St Eriksgatan and you are at STF Fridhemsplan!

•

Getting from the Central station to the
conference - ABF-huset:

Take the green subway line with any
of the following final destinations:
Farsta strand/Hagsätra/Skarpnäck.
Get off at Rådmansgatan
Use exit Rådmansgatan (located by
the front end of the train)
After ascending the escalators, take
a right towards exit Rådmansgatan.
Once outside, you are on Sveavägen.
Walk 250 meter to the right, crossing
one intersection.
ABF-huset is on the corner, right by
Adolf Fredrik Chruch.

ABF is located on Sveavägen 41.
The closest subway stop is Rådmansgatan.

From T-centralen/Central station to
ABF-huset
Two stops to Rådmansgatan
•
•
•
•

Human trains

“Human trains” lead by a volunteer will
depart from the lobby of STF Fridhemsplan between 9-9.30 in the mornings, to
escort participants to ABF via subway.

•
•

Look out for the special “Walking train”
that departs 9.00 (sharp!) each morning,
and walks the 2,4 km to ABF-huset, approx a 30-40 minutes walk

•

Take the green subway line with
any of the following final destinations: Hässelby/Åkeshov/Alvik.
Get off at Rådmansgatan
Use exit Rådmansgatan (located
by the rear end of the train).
After ascending the escalators,
take a right towards exit Rådmansgatan.
Once you are outside, you are
on Sveavägen.
Walk 250 meter to the right,
crossing one intersection.
ABF-huset is on the corner, right
before Adolf Fredrik Church.
BUSES
Buses 1, 3, 40 and 62 stop
near the hostel at bus stop
Kronobergsgatan.
The hostel is located on the
crossing S:t Eriksgatan and
Hantverkargatan, very close
to the bus stop.
Taxi to hostel
The address is S:t Eriksgatan 20.
It’s at the crossing S:t Eriksgatan
and Hantverkargatan, near
Fridhemsplan.
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General
info

Lunch

at ABF around 14.45.

LUNCH BEAT

Thursday + Friday
A hip and fun way to make the most
of lunch breaks is to get together to
DANCE. DJ Sister Justice brings you
the best afro, caribbean, reggaeton
and dancehall beats, turning the
conference room into a dance floor
for two hours. Come join the party,
get those legs moving, bring your new
found friends and d-a-n-c-e.
When: 13-15 hrs
Where: Sandler

Subway / Metro
There are ATM’s “Bankomat” all over
town and the exchange company Forex
has about a dozen branches in the capital, which offer reasonable exchange
rates for foreign currency.

The subway of Stockholm is called Tunnelbana (T-Bana) and consists of three
lines (green, red and blue). Most stations are decorated with unique artwork,
and the Stockholm subway system has
been dubbed “the longest art exhibit in
the world”.

Water

Weather

Money

It’s very cold in Stockholm during the
winter. The temperature in December
varies, but usually it stays around minus
3 and plus 3 centigrades, which equals
26-37 Fahrenheit.

Tap water is clean, fresh and for free.
There is no need to buy bottled water,
instead: enjoy one of the cleanest tap
water in the world!

Security

Bring warm clothes!

Stockholm is generally a safe city. Take
the same precautions as you would in
any larger city. A problem is pick pockets, who operate in crowds and in the
public transportation system.

Emergency

If you have an
emergency,

call 112.

Including: warm jacket, extra sweatshirts, gloves, mittens, scarves, cap, hat
and warm shoes. If you wear a skirt/sari
or similar, bring tights/panty hose.

Illegal to buy sexual
services

It is illegal to pay for
sexual services. Offenses
are punished with up to
six months imprisonment.
It is not illegal to sell
sexual services.
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Smoking

Smoking is generally
not allowed inside buildings. Outside, it is generally okay to smoke.

LUNCH

Lunch is served at ABF between 13-15
hrs. Please note that the lunch room
cannot take all participants at one time.
If it’s too crowded when lunch starts:
Enjoy the lunch programme for an hour
(dance or workshop) and then come
back after 14 hrs again.
Lunches are included for the following wristbands:
Blue, Yellow, White, Orange and Green.
Everyone else: 85 SEK.

QUEER SALSA!

Queer sightseeing of Stockholm

Thursday - Sunday
A daily sightseeing bus will depart from
outside ABF, taking you on a 1,5 hr tour
of the city in daylight, with a queer eye
on the city’s history.
To participate: Sign your name on one
of the big sheets near the info desk, for
the day you want to participate (Thursday - Sunday). We also collect your food
preference (vegetarian or chicken). The
tour team distributes lunch packs on the
bus.
Where: Bus departs outside ABF,
Thursday through Sunday.
When: 13.10, sharp! The bus is back
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Saturday - Sunday
Come and try Queer Salsa & Merengue! Peter Csaszti, Johan Björk, Sara
Dahllöv & Stina Nyberg together with
other teachers & students from RFSL’s group QueerSalsa Stockholm will
show you some moves and we’ll focus
on HAVING FUN! Everybody will get
to lead & follow and EVERYBODY is
WELCOME! :)
When: 13-15 hrs
Where: Sandler

DINNER

PROGRAMME

includes dinner, pizza dinner is served at
RFSL, Sveavägen 59, 1rd floor. Be there
at 19 hrs, to be sure to get pizza!
Available to: blue and yellow wristbands
Where: RFSL, 3rd floor
When: 19-21 hrs

Sunday

Wednesday

City Hall reception, followed by then
opening party at Debaser
You will be picked up from outside ABF
and taken to the City Hall for a dinner reception. After that you will be taken to the
official opening party at Debaser Medborgarplatsen to enjoy the rest of the evening, with performances, fun and dance.
Where: City Hall, Debaser
Medborgarplatsen
When: 19-01 hrs

Self catered dinner
Scholars arriving on Sunday (or sooner)
receive a special meal allowance for this
day. Use this allowance to cater for your
own dinner. On page 29 you will find a
list of affordable dinner options nearby.

Monday

Dinner at Egalia Youth Club
A unique opportunity to take part in Egalia, that is normally only open for LGBTQ
youth, age 13-20. Invitation from the
Egalia team:

Thursday

International Film Festival at Filmhuset
GET TICKET IN ADVANCE AT ABF
INFO DESK
International queer film festival at Filmhuset. Get your ticket in the information
desk at ABF, starting from Thursday
noon. Limited to 120 participants. See
separate programe. Dinner served at
Filmhuset.
Admission: Free for blue and yellow
wristbands, 100 SEK for everyone else
(dinner included in price)
Where: Filmhuset/The Film House,
Borgvägen 1-5, T Karlaplan.
When: Departure in buses from ABF
at 18-18.30.

Egalia opens its golden doors for YOU!
Meet LGBTQ youth living in Sweden in
their own safe space. Have yummy supper, exchange valuable experiences, chill
out, and while having lots of fun: contribute to the strengthening of the LGBTQ
activists of the future!
Available to: All wristbands
Where: RFSL Sveav. 57, floor 1.
When: Egalia opening hours: 18-20.
Film screening for ILGA participants at 20
hrs.

Tuesday

Preconference dinners as announced
at the respective preconference
Others: Pizza + hang out at RFSL from
19 hrs
If you are not part of a preconference that
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Traditional Thursday
Enjoy at traditional Swedish Thursday
menu at ABF: pea soup and pancakes.
When: 18.00
Where: The restaurant at ABF
Available to: Blue and yellow wristbands. Everyone else can buy a dinner
ticket for 100 SEK.

Limited availability: Dinner in historic cellar vault and walking tour

GET TICKET IN ADVANCE AT ABF
INFO DESK
Available to 15 ppl. Have dinner in a
historic 14th century cellar vault in Gamla
Stan (The Old Town, famous for its many
cellar vaults). Evy, a volunteer, and her
large family are the hosts of this evening,
which starts out with a walking tour of the
Old Town, a look at the Christmas market
on Stortorget, and ends in the cellar vault
of a student’s collective with dinner.
Available to: 15 ppl, free for all. Get

Kiss Me!

Swedish lesbian love story drama from
2010.
Mia and Frida meet each other for the
first time at their parents’ engagement
party. Mia’s father, Lasse, is about to
get married to Frida’s mother, Elizabeth,
which will make Mia and Frida stepsisters. Mia arrives with her boyfriend, Tim,
with whom she is about to get married.
As Mia and Frida get to know one another, strong emotions begin to stir between
them.
Available to: everyone
Where: ABF-huset. English in Z-salen.
Spanish TBC.
When: 20.00 hrs

your ticket at the info desk. First
come first served.

Where: Meeting place is ABF reception on ground floor in ABF-huset.
Evy will pick everyone up.
When: 18.15 hrs - be on time!

Friday

Dinner at Kulturhuset, two slots!
Available to: Free for blue and yellow
wristbands, 200 SEK for other wristbands. Tickets required for all.
Where: Kulturhuset, top floor, Café
Panorama.
When: Two shifts, either at 19 hrs or
at 21 hrs. Get your ticket in advance at
ABF.

Night time event: Sappho island
- a tribute to global queer clubbing

A tribute to the legendary kuchu/queer
club Sappho Island, Kampala, Uganda.
The art project “The Club Scene” involves the restaging of historical clubs of
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Saturday
Dinner at Vasamuséet

great importance for queer and feminist
activism internationally. The series examines the (night)club as a space and activity, essential for people to act out their
sexuality and desires as they wish. This
time we make a tribute to the legendary
kuchu/queer club Sappho Island, Kampala, Uganda, and host a multifaceted
reenactment beyond time and place.
More information on the ticket.

Spectacular dinner beneath the famous
Vasa ship, that sank on its virgin journey,
1628, was recovered from the depth of
the sea in the 1960’s, and is now the
main piece at one of Europe’s most
popular museums, with more than a million visitors every year. This evening, the
museum is closed, for everyone but ILGA
World participants.
Tickets: Blue and yellow wristbands: free
(no ticket required). Everyone else: 1000
SEK (buy ticket in info desk, ABF).
Where: The Vasa museum.
When: Pick up outside ABF 18.0018.30. Dinner starts 19.00.
Open til 01 hrs.

Available to: Tickets are free but necessary, can be collected in the info desk at
ABF.
Where: Unga Klara, Kulturhuset
ground floor, T-centralen
When: There are two time slots, entry
at 20.00 or 22.00. Be on time!

Limited availability:
Dinner at women’s collective

Dinner will be served 20 hrs for wrist
band holders of all colours, drinks included for scholars.
Fantastic dj:s, spectacular dance performances and a party you will never forget!
Where: Kolingsborg, Slussen
When: 20 hrs for ILGA only, 21 hrs for
all. Open til 01 hrs.
Ticket: ILGA wrist band holders free - all
colours (no ticket required) / 60 SEK for
all after 21.

Where: Meeting place is ABF reception on ground floor in ABF-huset.
When: 18.15 hrs - be on time!

Free
for
wristband
all
S!
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Affordable dinner options near Fridhemsplan. For higher end options, please
refer to Stockholm Gay Map and qx.se.

Hangchow

Nooshi

Food: Chinese (chicken, duck, meat,
tofu)
Dinner: 72 - 128 SEK

Food: Asian style dishes, sushi, salads,
soups, dessert.
Dinner: 139 SEK

Where: Drottningholmsvägen 21

Where: Drottningholmsvägen 18

(located in the Åhlens department store
with entrances on both Sankt Eriksgatan
and Drottningholmsvägen)
www.nooshi.se

Agra Tandoori

Food: Indian (large menu with a lot of
vegetarian alternatives)
Dinner: 120 - 200

Govindas Vegetarian restaurant

Where: Hantverkargatan 84

(religious Hare Krishna restaurant)
Food: Swedish/indian food
Dinner: 70 - 90 SEK

Primo Ciao ciao

Sunday
“IT IS NOT OVER”

SIGN UP AND GET TICKET IN ADVANCE
Available to 15 ppl. Have dinner at a
women’s collective, which has been the
home for over 200 women since the
1930’s. Anna, who lives in the collective
since 17 years, picks you up, and takes
you to the collective, in Alvik (3 subway
stops from Fridhemsplan).
Available to: 15 ppl, free for all. Get your
ticket at the info desk. First come first
served.

Restaurants

Food: Italian (pizza, pasta, salad, hot
dishes/grill)
Dinner: pizza 95-150, pasta 95-200, sallad 139, other hot dishes/grill 200-285

Where: Fridhemsgatan 22

www.govindasstockholm.se

Where: Odengatan 79-81

Sthlm Kebab

Food: Middle East (kebab, falafel)
Dinner: 49 - 99 SEK

Roppongi

Food: Japanese (Sushi, dumplings, yakiniku)
Dinner: 89-200 SEK

Where: S:t Eriksgatan 30

Grill 77

Where: Hantverkargatan 76

Food: American (hamburger, grill)
Dinner: 60-80 SEK

www.roppongi.se

Where: Hantverkargatan 77

Thai House wok

Food: Thai (wok, stew, soup)
Dinner: 90 - 115 SEK (lunch 80 SEK)
Where: Hantverkargatan 78
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WORKSHOPS

Wednesday 12th, 14.15-15.30
Kata

3ENG

Media Mobilization on
Rights
TH LGBT
This workshop is to introduce the tools

WEDNESDAY 12
Wednesday 12th, 14.15-15.30
TIMMY rfsl lev.1

to mobilize the media to advocate for
LGBT rights and how to develop the
tools effectively. It also includes the
basic concept of advocacy and how to
deal with the media in different context,
including demogratic and socialist systems. Participants also have opportunities to share their experiences.

1ENG

MSM IN KENYA A CONTEXTUAL
PERSPECTIVE

Jiangang Zhao
TransChina
Rapeepun Jommaroeng
Purple Sky

THE OVERVIEW WILL BE: Cultural
Context, Social Reality, Religious Messaging, Political Context, Bisexual/Married Men, Challenges, Opportunities,
Recommendations

Peter Njane
ISHTAR-MSM

Wednesday 12th, 14.15-15.30
Palme

Wednesday 12th, 14.15-15.30
Sandler

Queering Migrations:
Desires, sexualities and
rights in motion

4ENG

The European Informal Network of
LGBT-friendly governments currently
consists of 15 forerunner countries. Its
scope is domestic, regional and global.
Workshop explores three questions:
Which governments (in other regions)
should be reached out to? What problems and threats do the LGBT-communities face in all regions of the world? How
can NGO’s play a role in the sensibilisation of national governments to take
leadership in their region?

This workshop provides a space to
explore ways to challenge approaches
and strategies adopted by LGBTIQ and
non-LGBTIQ human rights organizations
in relation to migration, sexuality and
gender. We deconstruct heteronormativity as a strategic tool to study the relationship between migration, gender and
sexuality as it allows for a better understanding of the mobilities, identities and
divisions of migration.

Ben Baks
Dutch Government LGBT Department

Ruth Baldacchino
Malta Gay Rights Movement
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Wednesday 12th, 14.15-15.30
Hedén

5ENG

The presentation is based on my research
about responses to sexual rights issues
(particularly of LGBT) in a post crisis
context in Aceh province, Indonesia, by
the agencies working in re-development
of the province. The case study presented
highlights a situation where religious
based laws are imposed after the crisis
which have serious and negative effects
on women and LGBT groups in Aceh.

Wednesday 12th, 14.15-15.30
Per Albin

6ENG

Sometimes as LGBT employees, do you
feel lost when you start work in a new
company? There are a lot of questions
as to whether you should come out to
your colleagues. In many organisations,
there are LGBT Network which could
help you deal with such situations. In this
workshop, we would like to explore these
possibilities.

Jen Janice Mohamed
TNT

THURSDAY 13TH

Let’s build a global queer people of
color alliance!

Interfem is an organisation that is run by
and for racialized women and transgender
people. This workshop provides a space
for racialised lgbtq people who want to
share strategies with each other and who
are interested in building a transnational
antiracist feminist lgbtq political alliance.
What are the experiences of racism by LGBTQ people within their local LGBTQ community and globally? How can racialised
LGBTQ people support each other globally
to create spaces for discussion and developing strategies against racism locally?
What can be done to encourage that more
racialized LGBTQ people become active
and visible within their communities and
globally?

Interfem
Arab Initiative
Latin Initiative

7ENG

LGBT in the workplace &
LGBT Network

Negotiating Sexual Rights in Post
Disaster and Conflict Area

Iriantoni Almuna
Violet Grey

Reaching out to
LGBTI-friendly governments

2ENG

Wednesday 12th, 14.15-15.30
ERLANDER
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THURSDAY 13th, 11.45-13.00
RFSL Konferens

8ESP

Questioning the norm
– critical education

What is the relationship between norms,
privilegies and discrimination? RFSL
Ungdom, the Swedish Youth Federation
for LGBTQ Rights, has played a leading
role in the development of critical education in Sweden. This workshop offers
examples of how we work, giving you
an understanding of our take on critical
education, and how it can be used as
a creative and effective tool for working
against discrimination and inequality.

Edward Summanen and Carl Åkerlund
RFSL Ungdom

THURSDAY 13th, 11.45-13.00
Sandler
THURSDAY 13th, 12.15-14-00
Palme

TGEU

9ENG

THURSDAY 13th, 11.45-13.00
Per-Albin

12ENG

General workshop (constitutional)

What influence do far right parties have
in European parliament? Who are they
and what role do they play when it
comes to LGBT-rights? The presentation
starts at 12.30 and is held 30 minutes in
English. (For those who wish there will
also be a one hour panel discussion in
Swedish). Lunch sandwich is served at
12.15.

THURSDAY 13th, 12.15-14-00
Z-salen

13ESP

The hidden face of evil:
Religious fundamentalism

Recognizing how religious fundamentalism subtly permeates all strata of
society. Creating stigma, violating and
discriminating; allowing no legislative
progress towards real, full and effective
inclusion of LGBTI people.
- Reinforece LGBTI organizations to develop their abilities and rights with amplitude / in the face of fundamentalism.

Shadé Jalali and Ulrika Hagström

10ENG

LGBT Global Development
Partnership

César Sequera Núñez
Iglesia de la Comunidad Metropolitana

This workshop will focus on the LGBT
Global Development Partnership. Partners include United States Agency for
International Development (USAID),
the Swedish International Development
Cooperation Agency (Sida), the Gay and
Lesbian Victory Institute (GLVI), NESsT,
The Williams Institute, and Olivia Companies. Through this multi-year initiative
the partners will collaborate with each
other to increase global LGBT equality.

THURSDAY 13th, 13.00-15.00
Z-salen

14ENG

WARIAZONE - Documentary
by Terje Toomitsy and KIWA

Meet the transgender (MtF) community in Jakarta. WARIAZONE
explores the notion of transgender in
Indonesia and relations between gender
identity and freedom. Discussion after
with the filmmakers and LGBT activists
from Indonesia.

Claire Lucas, USAID
Bob Alotta, Astraea,
Birgitta Weiber, Sida
George Walker, The Gay and Lesbian Victory
Institute
Lee Davis, NESsT

THURSDAY 13th, 16.45-18.00
RFSL Konferens

THURSDAY 13th, 16.45-18.00
Kata

15FRA

Mise en œuvre d’un
réseau francophone

Launch of the TvT report

Threatening visibility, far right homophobes in European parliaments

THURSDAY 13th, 11.45-13.00
Kata

11ENG

Egale Canada & IBM:
Creating Safer Spaces Together

Le français étant parlé dans de nombreux pays du monde, il est opportun
de mettre en réseau les militants de
ces pays pour favoriser l’échange
d’expériences, la mutualisation des
capacités, l’élaboration de coalitions
militantes

An interactive panel discussing opportunities for greater synergies between
NGOs and the corporate sector in creating safer and more inclusive schools for
lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans (LGBT)
students.

Helen Kennedy
Ex Dir, Egale Canada
Connie Bonello
Global Business Development Executive, IBM
Canada Ltd

Thomas Fouquet-Lapar

THURSDAY 13th 16.45-18.00
Palme

16ENG

Transrespect vs Transphobia Using
TvT research results
for advocacy

THURSDAY 13th, 16.45-18.00
SANDLER

18ENG

If the youth are united...
Encouraging young LGBTQ people to
involve internationally

TvT is a research project that provides
an overview of the human rights situation of trans people worldwide and
develops data and advocacy tools for
international institutions, human rights
organizations, the trans movement
and the general public. The aim of this
workshop is to present results, exchange knowledge and establish further
contacts and collaborations for future
research and use of the advocacy material.

How can we try to involve L, G, B and
T youth in our activism and organisations? How about cultural and religious
variety or the level of education? How
does LGBTQ youth activism differ from
region to region? In this workshop we’ll
bring activists of all age groups together
to think about these questions and to
share best practices in working with
young activists. All organisations and
activists interested in youth issues are
welcome.

Carla LaGata
Transgender Europe

Roh Petas
IGLYO

Terje Toomitsu, KIWA
Merlyn Pamungkas, FKWI
Yuli Rustinawati, Arus Pelangi
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17ENG

33

THURSDAY 13th, 16.45-18.00
Erlander

agenda of women and HIV globally. The
workshop will be in English and Spanish.

19ENG

Donor’s Workshop

Eugenia Lopez Uribe
Balance

TBA

THURSDAY 13th, 16.45-18.00
PER-ALBIN

THURSDAY 13th, 17.oo-18.00
Hedén

20ENG

General workshop (constitutional)

How Effective is Litigation in Decriminalising Homosexuality?

FRIDAY 14TH

This workshop will explore the role
played by litigation in bringing about the
decriminalisation of homosexuality. By
focussing on the current case against
Jamaica before the Inter-American
Commission, Gareth Henry, one of the
applicants in the case, with Jonathan
Cooper, Chief Exec of the Human Dignity Trust, will explore the prospects, possibilities and pitfalls of strategic litigation.
Gareth, now lives in Canada, where he
was forced to claim asylum.

FRIDAY 14th 13.00-14.00
Hedén

23ENG

Documentary:
Inclusive pilgrimage to Mecca led by
the woman imam Amina Wadud, 2012
Our inclusive group of “‘Umrah of
Tawheed 2012” was made up of Muslims from Europe, North Africa and
North America; inclusive, progressive,
reformist Muslims, supporting an appeased, egalitarian and gender-neutral
representation of Islam. A great woman
of contemporary Islam: Dr. Amina
Wadud - who is an Imam, a theologian
and a Hadja, embodied with us the
peaceful share of the
Islamic spiritual quest.
Such was the history of
our inclusive pilgrimage
to the sources of Islamic
Liberation.

Jonathan Cooper
Human Dignity Trust
Gareth Henry
Co-chair and lead advocate of J-FLAG
THURSDAY 13th, 16.45-18.00
Z-salen

22ENG

21ESP

Reproductive Rights of Lesbian,
Bisexual and Trans Women with HIV

During this workshop we will share lessons learned about reproductive rights
from documentation of lesbians, bisexual women and transgender women,
to identify thematic priorities and successful strategies that allow us to move
forward in building a comprehensive
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FRIDAY 14th 16.45-18.00
RFSL Konferens

FRIDAY 14th 16.45-18.00
Palme

24ENG

26ENG

Dialogue between religious leaders/ The Universal Periodic Review:
a UN process to have LGBTI rights
communities and LGBTI people
Religion has become one of the hottest
implemented at national level
issues for LGBTI people in many places
of the world and LGBTI issues are also
hot issues for many religious communities. The workshop presents the results
of the interfaith preconference. Religious LGBTI activists from the Global
South will share their experiences. The
focus will be on strategies for dialogue
between religious leaders / communities
and LGBTI groups.

Michael Brinkschroeder
Ludovic Mohamed Zahed
European Forum of LGBT Christian Groups
FRIDAY 14th 16.45-18.00
Hyllan

25ENG

During the workshop, ILGA will indicate
at which stages of the process LGBTI
groups can intervene and how. Some
LGBTI group representatives who have
been involved in the UPR process of
their country will testify on their experiences and show the link existing between national strategy and work on
UPR.

Patricia Curzi, ILGA
Yulita Rustinawati, Arus Pelangi
Belissa Andia Perez, Instituto Runa
Rhoda Awino Odhiambo
FRIDAY 14th 16.45-18.00
Kata

Homophobia of Laws and
Neighbours around the World

27ENG

Documenting LGBT Oral Histories

The proposed workshop offers to build
on the very successful model of ‘Project
Bolo – Indian LGBT Oral History project’
(www.projectbolo.com), that documented video interviews of 20 Indian LGBT
persons and has become an important
tool in advocating for LGBT rights in India. The workshop intends to strengthen
skills and outline strategies for developing a LGBT oral history documentation
project, that offers positive LGBT role
models.

The annual ILGA report on State-Sponsored Homophobia aims to give an overview of LGBT rights in the countries of
the world. These countries are classified
according to the homophobic/transphobic or same-sex-friendly/trans-friendly
character of their laws, but could also be
classified according to what their populations think about homosexual neighbours.
This workshop will highlight correlations
between laws and public opinion. It will
also discuss ways to improve the report
as a tool for promoting LGBTI rights.

Sridhar Rangayan
Solaris Pictures

Kees Waaldijk, Leiden Law School
Lucas Paoli Itaborahy, author of ILGA’s
State-Sponsored Homophobia report
Jingshu Zhu, Leiden Law School
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FRIDAY 14th 16.45-18.00
Sandler

many difficulties in their journey toward
building a LGBTIQ movement. Where
the exclusion of queer people left them
without any social protection, the isolation made by the language barrier is
just unbearable. The situations is even
worst when it come to gender as all
the money of institutional partners are
dedicated to MSM leaving lesbians and
all LBT in harm’s way.

28ENG

It’s Time for Reform!

The purpose of this workshop is to open
a collective exploration on the reform of
the International Classification of Diseases (CIE) and the opportunities for
political participation the process. Let’s
make sure that the CIE-11 will address
adequately our health needs without
pathologizing and stigmatizing us!

Francoise Mukuku and Diane Lourdes Ouattara,
Si Jeunesse savait (SJS)

Mauro Cabral
GATE - Global Action for Trans* Equality
FRIDAY 14th 16.45-18.00
Per-Albin

29ENG

SATURDAY 15TH

General workshop (constitutional)

FRIDAY 14th 16.45-18.00
Z-salen

30ESP

“What did you say”:

Saturday 15th 10.oo-11.15
Pontus Charlotte

Trans experience on Bolivian television
The program “What did you say” is a
project of expression that broke traditional plots on Bolivian television.
The target group is general.
The ideal outcome: that the participants
of the conference know about this
proposal. We are also seeking strategic
alliances to support the development of
future program cycles. IN SPANISH

Charting a Programmatic
Roadmap for LGBTI Groups

A World Bank project implemented by
the Amaltas-Humsafar Trust consortium
to study the need for legal reforms and
programmatic inclusions for the LGBTI
community in India. The process itself
is an intervention for advocacy at various levels of the legal system and the
bureaucracy. The workshop will be
interactive and cover the Open Space
Technique that was extensively used in
all consultations. The final findings of
the report will be presented.

Sasy La Diva
Colectivo Trans Las Divas

FRIDAY 14th 16.45-18.00
Hedén

32ENG

31ENG

FRENCH VS ENGLISH :
Beyond the language issue

Pallav Patankar
The Humsafar Trust

The francophone Africa is experiencing
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Saturday 15th 10.oo-11.15
Palme

Saturday 15th 10.oo-11.15
Sandler

33ENG

Working “The System”:
The UN, UPR and Treaty Bodies

Mapping the legal situation of
trans* people worldwide:
ILGA World’s draft report
and consultation

Social networks are an integral part of
everyday communication and interaction, and increasingly used in campaigning & advocacy. Concerns relating to
security are on the rise for these resources, with rights advocates facing
entrapment, intimidation and censorship because of their digital activity. As
an LGBTI individual in a country where
your identity is not recognised, or condemned, how do you use these tools to
safely connect and organise?

Anna Kirey and Lucas Paoli I
taborahy
Saturday 15th 10.oo-11.15
Kata

35ENG

LGBT activism is increasingly prominent
in “international spaces”. How can we
mobilize to use UN systems even more
boldly and strategically? Activists who
have “used the system” speak about
their experiences, ideas and successes, and how these efforts can benefit
national advocacy. The discussion is
designed for activists new to and also
already engaged in UN processes, and
intends to spark additional interest in
claiming these spaces!

Joyce Hamilton
COC Netherlands

Saturday 15th 10.oo-11.15
Per Albin

Experiences

34ENG

Safer Social Networking

Social networks are an integral part of
everyday communication and interaction, and increasingly used in campaigning & advocacy. Concerns relating to
security are on the rise for these resources, with rights advocates facing
entrapment, intimidation and censorship because of their digital activity. As
an LGBTI individual in a country where
your identity is not recognised, or condemned, how do you use these tools to
safely connect and organise?

Hadi Al Khatib
Tactical Technology Collective
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36ENG

I would like to share with others about
advocacy using sports, which works
very well in places and times when it is
very difficult to start the topic or even to
get accepted by other. I would also like
to share my personal experiences in
issues of same sex domestic violence
which affects all LGBTIQ but with main
emphasis on the lesbians. I will share
lgbtiq experiences from the rural part of
Kenya from the Luo perspective.

Rena Alberta Otieno
Women Working with Women

Saturday 15th 10.oo-11.15
z-salen

Justice of Vietnam recently uttered the
words “same-sex marriage” and “human
rights” in the same sentence, and said
the concepts were linked! Wow!

37ENG

Activism in the diaspora

Douglas Sanders, Marcos Vinicius Torres
and Robert Wintemute

Diasporas have a determinant role in
the progress of their country of origin.
Can LGBT diasporas bring any change
in their country ? What action from them
can be particularly efficicient ?
The workshop aim for sharing experiences of diasporas activism and get an
overview of successes and backlashes.

Saturday 15th 11.45.13.00
Kata

Intersex activism in Africa

The workshop targets activists that
focus on gender variance rights but also
will be a learning session for many who
have not examined the unique contributions of intersex activism to the greater
sexual rights agenda in Africa and an
endevour to stop intersex from being
treated as a lost constituency.

Thomas FOUQUET LAPAR
INTER LGBT

Saturday 15th 10.oo-11.15
Hedén

38ENG

General workshop (constitutional)

Saturday 15th 11.45.13.00
Pontus Charlotte

Julius Kaggwa
SIPD Uganda

39ENG

The Gender Based Lie;
A look at GBV in the Muslim community

Saturday 15th 11.45.13.00
Sandler

42ENG

Latheem Nair Gabriels
Inner Circle

The purpose of this workshop is to review the recent improvements concerning the legal situation of trans population
en Latin America, particularly with regard to: i) right to be legally recognized
in the prefered gender; ii) access to
health care; and iii) affirmative actions.
These improvements are confronted
to the legal situation faced by trans
population in other countries where no
improvements had been obtained.

40ENG

Marriage - Around the World

We have reached a tipping point on
opening marriage - but the fight is not
over. Robert Wintemute is appearing
before the ECHRs on a marriage case
from the UK. Marcos Vinicius Torres
will update us on developments in Latin
America. Douglas Sanders will talk of
developments in Asia. The Minister of

Saturday 15th 13.00-15.00
Hedén

43ENG

Problems faced by LGBTI in Nepal

Not recognized from the government
and societies resulting various problems
to LGBTI. Methods: We have legal AID
unit in Blue Diamond Society. Legal
AID unit provide legal aid support for
community. Documentation of human
right violation and reporting to National
Human Right Commission, OHCHR and
other HR agencies. Result: The issues
has been raised in various programs.
There is coordination with different stake
holders.

Durga Thapa
Blue Diamond Society

Saturday 15th 11.45.13.00
Z-salen

Stairways to Heaven:
overview of the legal situation
of trans population in LAC

Unpacking the unspoken gender based
abuse perpetrated on LGBTI persons in
the Muslim community.

Saturday 15th 11.45.13.00
Palme

41ENG

Saturday 15th 11.45.13.00
Per Albin

Stig-Åke Petersson, RFSL, with more
than 30 years of experience of dealing
with LGBT asylum cases in Sweden,
talks about changes over time and the
increasing difficulties faced by asylum
seekers in Sweden.

Stig-Åke Petersson
RFSL

Saturday 15th 16.45-18.00
Palme

47ENG

Postcards from the Pacific
Ken Moala, Samoa
Joey Joleen Mataele, Tonga
Kris Prasad, Fiji

44ESP

Saturday 15th 16.45-18.00
Kata

Share the experience of working with
Gays From Rural Areas of Paraguay,
making visible the needs and idiosyncrasies. Through this workshop we
seek to identify our needs and generate
action-oriented policies as measured by
the reality of rural Gays.

48ENG

The situation of the LGBTQIA
community in North Africa,
especially Tunisia.

This workshop introduces the situation of
LGBTQ community in North Africa and
Tunisia specifically.
The workshop proceeds in three sessions
in which I’ll present:
- Presentation of the LGBTQ community in
North Africa
- Presentation of the Tunisian LGBTQ situation before and after “ the said “ revolution
- The Tunisian LGBTQ community / statistics / the biggest obstacles / how they arise.

Juan Domingo Centurión Duarte
Grupo Ñepyru

45ENG

General workshop (constitutional)

Prof. Tamara Adrian
JD, Diverlex Diversidad e Igualdad
a través de la Ley
38

The Swedish Asylum System

TBA

Strategies to identify the reality and
needs of gay people in rural areas

Saturday 15th 11.45.13.00
Hedén

46ENG

Zeinab Chaker
ARKEN
39

Saturday 15th 16.45-18.00
Sandler

Saturday 15th 16.45-18.00
Per Albin

49ENG

Liberal International is a federation of
Liberal Parties worldwide. They play
roles in governments of parliaments
all over the world. Besides LI has an
ECOSOC states at the UN. LGBTIorganisations and political parties work
together to combat discrimination and
criminalization of homosexuality. In order to be successful mutual understanding is key. This workshop will address
liberal values and how they connect to
LGBTI-HR-principles.

I will share the story of how I came to be
involved in the making of an international documentary film about intersex. Its a
story of how we bring our voice and visability to our issues and our narratives.
I want to not only share and celebrate
this unique New Zealand story. But to
also reflect on the potential implications
for our ‘invisible’ community into the future. I look forward to seeing you at the
workshop! Arohanui na Mani Mitchell.

Mani Bruce Mitchell
ITANZ

Abir Al-Sahlani
Chair of LI HRC and Swedish MP (Centerpartiet),
Frank van Dalen
LGBT coordinator LI HRC

50ENG

The role of the EU in promoting
LGBTI Human Rights in the World

Saturday 15th 16.45-18.00
Z-salen

52ENG

Recovering the historical memory of
LGBT people in Latin America

This workshop will address opportunities and challenges around the Foreign
Policy work of the European Union (EU)
as it relates to human rights for LGBTI
people. The workshop focuses at human rights defenders working outside
of the EU who are interested in learning and discussing opportunities of for
example funding by the EU or advocacy
engagement by EU missions in third
countries.

Space for reflection and to recognize the
importance of recovery of the historical
memory of LGBT people in Latin America (LA). This space opens the possibility
of exchanging experiences on methodological and conceptual processes that
have been realized or that are in gestation in LAC. Presentation of Bolivian research “La China Morena”: Transvestite
Historical Memory, recovery of transvestite presence in the popular festivals
of the 60s and 70s, and the creation of
a character from the popular dance “la
China.”

Bjorn van Roozendaal
ILGA Europe

Danna Galan
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Saturday 15th 16.45-18.00
Hedén

SUNDAY 16th 11.45-13.00
Sandler

53ENG

General workshop (constitutional)

Liberal Parties and the
LGBTI movement

The journey to silver screen
- INTERSEXION the film

Saturday 15th 16.45-18.00
Erlander

51ENG

Documenting the Defenders:
Activism, Violations and Telling the Tales

SUNDAY 16TH
SUNDAY 16th 11.45-13.00
PALME

In telling our stories of abuses of LGBT
“defenders”, we often find that human
rights groups, police and even LGBT
groups lose nuance and even re-traumatize activists in the process. How can we
strengthen our skills to develop sensitive and useful documentation? This
workshop will contribute to two strategic
projects: a new documentation manual
on women human rights defenders &
WHRD input to the African Commission
Special Rapporteur on Defenders.
Dawn Cavanagh

54ENG

Meet RFSL’s local activists!

RFSL activists from different parts of
Sweden are at the conference to network with LGBTQ activists from all over
the world. In this seminar we invite you
to meet with us and talk more in depth
about our common or different goals,
dreams and strategies.

CAL, WHRD Coalition
Cynthia Rothschild

WHRD International Coalition

Vanja Braathen
RFSL

SUNDAY 16th 11.45-13.00
Kata

56ENG

SUNDAY 16th 11.45-13.00
Per Albin

55ENG

Internet Rights are LGBT Rights

Indeed, the Internet has become a key
means by which individuals can exercise their right to freedom of opinion and
expression, as guaranteed by article 19
of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights. (para. 20)
Within Indonesia context, several internet service providers are blocking LGBT
sites (Including ILGA website) and consider it as pornography based on Anti
Pornography Law.
Kamilia Manaf
Institut Pelangi Perempuan (Indonesian Young Queer
Women Organization)
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57ENG

LGBT and Disaster - LGBT Experiences
and Education on Disaster

Disasters can occur anywhere in this
world. When it happens, LGBT can be
vulnerable in evacuation, after evacuation and often excluded from discussions towards rebuilding of a community
where we live. This workshop provides
an opportunity for participants to learn
LGBT experiences in disaster based on
actual experiences in Chile, Nepal and
Japan and what LGBT can do in preparation for/in time of disaster that we may
face tomorrow.

Azusa Yamashita

SUNDAY 16th 11.45-13.00
Z-SALEN

FRIDAY Dec 14th, 10.00-11.15
Z-salen

58ESP

Two steps forward, one step back? Developments at the United Nations

Advocacy in the OAS
Inter-American System

Several initiatives have been taken at
the United Nations to strengthen the
human rights protection for LGBT people, faced by strong opposition. This
panel talks about the work of the Office
of the High Commissioner for Human
Rights, discuss how in-country LGBTI
activists are part of developments at
the UN and look ahead at opportunities
at the UN in the future.

During five years the General Assembly of the OAS has produced statements in favor of sexual orientation
and gender identity. The workshop will
show the historical process and benefits of this work.

Germán Humberto Rincón-Perfetti
ASOCIACION LIDERES EN ACCION
SUNDAY 16th 11.45-13.00
Hedén

59ENG

SATURDAY Dec 15th, 15.00-16.15
Z-salen

TBC

Religion

PLENARIES
THURSDAY Dec 13th, 15.00-16.15
Z-salen

Alliances and kinships across global
intersections

The panel explores how LGBTI inclusion may be strengthened through
cross-movement cooperation and
solidarity, with the aim to inspire the
audience to take action and reflect on
the added-value of: Respecting diverse
identities and valuing differences Playing an active role in eradicating all
forms of discrimination, including structural and intersectional discrimination,
and advancing human rights. Sharing
the challenges and opportunities of
achieving equality and social inclusion
with allies.
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A Global movement for International
Solidarity - who, what and when to
speak

There is strength in a global movement advocating for human rights of
all regardless of sexual orientation
and gender identity. At the same time
LGBTI people in different regions and
of different identities must be the ones
who set the agenda for change in their
own contexts and speak for themselves. This panel explores some of
the challenges in advancing rights in a
diverse movement - including:
Who sets the agenda? Who speaks
what and where? What are the ethics
of solidarity in the light of global power
dynamics?
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PRECONFERECE
PROGRAMMES

Women @ the UN

Open preconference

Room: Per Albin, ABF

This pre-conference looks at opportunities and challenges of raising LBT women’s
issues within the UN system.
Anyone can participate, regardless of your previous experience of working with the UN.
Tuesday december 11th

Women’s Leadership Training
ILGA World 2012

By invitation only.

Contact: Eugenia López Uribe
elpezuribe@gmail.com

Room: Per Albin, ABF

Sunday December 9th: Getting to know each other
11-11.30		
11.30-13.30		
13.30 -14.30 		
14.30- 16.00		

Welcome to the training
Ourselves
Break
Our work at home

Monday December 10th: Our leadership
9:00 – 9:30		
9:30 – 10:00		
10:00 – 11:00		
11:00 – 11:30		
11:30 – 13:00		
13:00 – 14:00		
14:00 – 15:00		
15:00 – 16:30		
16:30 – 17:00		
17:00 – 18:30		

Welcome for the day
ILGA for dummies
What is leadership?
Break
Strategical thinking
Lunch
Creative thinking
Conflict resolution
Break
Team building

14-14.30 		
14.30-15.30 		
15.30-16 		
16-17.15 		
			
			
17.15-17.30
17.30-18.30 		

Introduction
Women’s Rights and the UN - an overview
Coffee break
Good examples (Examples of organizations that have 		
produced shadow reports, participated in UN fora, 			
engaged in national lobbying)
Way forward - strategic openings and upcoming opportunities

Intersex Forum 9-11 December 2012, Stockholm
The second forum on intersex organizing will take place in Stockholm from 9-11
December 2012.
Building on the achievements of the previous forum held in Brussels in September
2011, the event will continue to explore the characteristics of the Intersex Movement, develop agreements on priorities for advocacy and strategise.
It is hoped the forum will contribute to movement building, development of working
relationships and new alliances and agree how to advance the work which started a
year ago on the key identified priorities.

Tuesday December 11th: Connecting
9:00 – 9:30		
9:30 – 11:30		
11:30 – 12:00		
12:00 – 13:00		

13:00 – 13:30		

Welcome for the day
Communications
Break
Self care and self defense
Conclusions and Closure
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By invitation only.
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By invitation only.

Contact yahia@mantiqitna.org

Baltic region conferenece

- Target group: LGBT-movement in the Baltic Region
(Estonia, Lativa, Lithuania, Poland, Russia, Belarus and Ukraine)

Venue: RFSU Stockholm office, Eriksbergsgatan 46
Invitations already sent
Monday 10th
out. For more information:
12.00 			Lunch
mikaelj@rfsl.se
13.00 			
Welcome
13.15-17.00 		
social media and opinion making
Tuesday 11th
9.00-13.00 		
13.00-14.30 		
14.30-16.00 		

Social media and opinion making
Lunch at ABF (Sveavägen 41)
Social media and opinion making

Wednesday 12th
9.00-12.00 		
12.00 			

EU-funding and transnational projects
Lunch (at RFSU)

Hiv, aids and the United Nations - where are we today?
RFSL Konferens, Sveavägen 59, 3rd floor.
Open preconference.
Monday December 10th
09:00-09:05 		
09:05-09:15 		
09:15-10:00 		
10:00-10:45 		
10:45-11:00 		
11:00-11:45 		
11:45-12:00 		
12:00-12:45 		
12:45-13:00 		

Short introduction of today´s programme by Johnny Friskilä
Opening of the conference by Christian Möllerop
Hiv among men who have sex with men
Hiv among transgender people
15 min break
Hiv among sexworkers
Short film or Break
Paneldiscussion
Conclusion

Open preconference

Register at ilga2012.org/program/programme/
or contact Johnny Friskilä,
johnny.friskila@gmail.com
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IInterfaith preconference – Religion and LGBTI, Sunday 9th-Monday 11th

Closed preconference (invitations already sent out)
Target group: People from Global South with experience in dialogue with religious
communities and leaders, sharing with people from the North.

Dates and hours:

Sunday 9 December 17:00 to 20:00 (time include dinner)
Monday 10 December 09:00 to 18:00 (time exclude dinner)
Tuesday 11 December 09:00 to 18:00 (time exclude dinner).

Venue:

On Sunday the 9th participants can either meet at 16 hours in the lobby of STF
Fridhemsplan and take the Metro together, or meet at 17 hours at:
Stockholms stift / Stockholm diocesen Office
Address: Klara Södra kyrkogata 1, 111 52 Stockholm
Monday and Tuesday:
Kista church
Address: Kista torg 2 / Vejlegatan 4, Kista
Metro: Blue line to «Kista», direction «Akalla».
You will see the church at the square when you
leave the metro.

Youth forum

DEADLINE FOR REGISTRATION HAS PASSED
Contact ilga2012@rfslungdom.se

Tuesday 11 December;
Part 1 : The arrival of the participants, introduction and team building exercises.
- Focus on sharing/exchange experiences and getting to know the different organizations, networking. Tuesday 1 pm – 4.30 pm.
Part 2: Youth Caucus to develop the youth strategies in the prospect of ILGA World
Conference. Tuesday 5 pm – 9 pm
- A youth caucus will be held to develop the youth strategies in the prospect of ILGA
World Conference (which starts wednesday 12th ).
Dinner will be served at the meeting.

Wednesday 12 December:

Part 3: Lectures, workshops and exchange of experiences regarding norms, age,
human rights. Wednesday 9 am – 4 pm.
- Lecture/the exchange of experiences about how we have challenged norms
regarding age, a norm critical work shop – how to identify and challenge norms
regarding age and lgbtq. Workshop/best practice for the ones working with youth
and lgbtq. The day will end with a lecture/best practice about how to use the human
rights in the work of youth and lgtbq.
Lunch is included in the program.

By invitation only.

The ILGA World Conference will start at 4 pm.

Contact jan.bjarne.sodal@norkr.no

Thursday 13 December:

Part 4: A norm critical lecture. Thursday 11.45 am – 1 pm.
- The youth forum will end with a norm critical lecture (and ILGA World Conferenceparticipants can also join in on this work shop) where RFSL Ungdom- people will
have a lecture regarding norm critical methods. How can we identify, criticize and
affect the norm system? (Workshop number 8ENG in the conference programme).
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ILGA Trans Pre-Conference
PRECONFERENCIA MUNDIAL TRANS DE ILGA
Trans Forming: Advocacy, Affirmative Action and Public Policy
Trans Formando: Incidencia Política, Acciones Afirmativas y Políticas Publicas

DAY 1 / DIA 1
ROOM/SALA: SANDLER & BRANTING ABF

DAY 2 /DIA 2
ROOM/SALA: Z-SALEN & ERLANDER & BRANTING, ABF
9.00-9.30 Coffee

Open preconference

9.30-10 Coffee
Sandler, ABF-huset
10-10.30 Welcome / Bienvenida
ILGA Trans Secretariat, GATE
TGEU Executive Director
RFSL

Moderator: TBC
9.30-11
Z-salen
Panel 2: Hate Crime and Violence Against Trans People
Crimines de odio y violencia de las personas trans – y oradores desde las regiones
11-11.30 Coffee Break

10.30-11.15
Keynote 1: “Best Practices of Public Policies and Actions from the governments in the world to
guarantee the rights of transgender people.
“Buenas Prácticas de Políticas Públicas y Acciones desde los gobiernos en el mundo para la garantía
de derechos de las personas trans”
11.15-11.45 Coffee Break
11.45-13 Panel 1
Sandler, ABF-huset

11.30-13
Parallel workshops:
Workshop/Taller 3
Erlander, ABF-huset
Gender identity at the United Nations / Identidad de genero en las Naciones Unidas
Workshop/Taller 4
Z-salen, ABF
Sex Workers’ Perspectives on Rights, Health and Empowerment / Perspectivas de l@s trabajador@s
sexuales sobre los Derechos, Salud y Empoderamiento
13.00-14.00 Lunch

“Progress, Achievements and Challenges in Regional Activism” (Panelist from each region) /
“Avances, Logros y Dificultades en el Activismo Regional”
Presenters are selected from participants.

14.00-16.00 (incl. coffee)
Parallel Workshops/ Talleres paralelos
Workshop/Taller 5
Branting, ABF-huset
Consultation with the Trans Community on the revision of pathologising transgender diagnoses in
WHO:s ICD-10

13-14.30 Lunch Time / Almuerzo
14.30-15.30
Keynote 2: Revision of ICD-10 / Revisión de La Clasificación Internacional de Enfermedades
(CIE)
15.30-18.00 (incl. coffee)
Parallel Workshops
Sandler, ABF-huset
Workshop 1: Interculturalism, intersectionality and Trans Cultures

Taller 1: Interculturalidad, Culturas Trans e Interseccionalidad
Branting, ABF-huset
Workshop 2: Hiv and Trans* People – Needs and Strategies
Taller 2: VIH – necesidades y estrategias
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Workshops 6
Z-salen, ABF
Funding Trans Rights
Talleres: recursos financiaros por los derechos trans
16.00-17.00
Concluding Panel
Z-salen, ABF
Workshops Rapporteur & Personal Experiences
Summary: Ideas for ILGA’s Trans secretariat
Panel conclusivo: relatores de talleres y experiencias personales
Resumen: ideas por el secretariado Trans de ILGA
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Expert conference on violence against transgender people, Tues 11th
Room: Sandler, ABF

OPEN FOR REGISTRATION UNTIl DECEMBER 6TH.
Contact ilga2012@rfslungdom.se

9.00 – 9.30
Welcome! Introduction.
The excellent performance artist Josephine Krieg will follow us throughout the day using art and performance to make violence and resistance visible.
9.30 – 11.00
Panel: Hate Crimes and Violence Against Trans People – Anna Kirey (introduction) and regional
speakers. Transgender Europe (TGEU) presents the findings of the research project ”Transrespect
versus Transphobia” – a research project that examines the human rights situation for trans persons
in different parts of the world.

11.00 – 12.00
Workshop: Non-violence as possibility; power, resistance and rights within the Law about gender
identitiy in Argentina, presented by Emiliano Litardo, lawyer (University of Buenos Aires), legal activist,
senior lecturer, researcher, member of Frente Nacional por la Ley de Identidad de Genero (FNLIG)
and Asociaci n de Lucha por la Identidad Travesti Transexual (ALITT), co-author to the Gender Identity law in Argentina.
12.00 – 13.30
Lunch

BLOG
TEAM

www.ilga2012.org
#ILGA2012

A team of international journalists, photographers
and bloggers report directly from the conference at
www.ilga2012.org, coordinated by Lawen Mohtadi.

Log on and get all the latest updates!

13.30 – 14.15
Signe Bremer, PhD in ethnology and researcher in gender studies at the Centre for gender studies, Uppsala University, speaks about Transgendering the city – Safety and vulnerability in Swedish
transgender people’s narratives on their experiences of urban spaces
14.15 – 15.10
James Morton, Scottish Transgender Alliance, presents a unique report about domestic violence
against transgender people - Out of sight, out of mind. Transgender People´s experiences of Domestic Abuse.
15.10 – 15.30
Break
15.30 – 16.30
Panel: Actions against transphobic hatecrimes. What specific actions do we need to take? Which
political changes, laws etc to needs to be changed? How can we adress the topic within the trans
community?
Panel: Carla LaGata, Transgender Europe, Deborah Gold, Galop, Trans organization FPES and Sofia
Kuno, RFSL
16.30 – 17.00
Summary and closing of the conference.
19.00
Dinner (at own expense)
Organised by RFSL. Sign up by e-mailing Sofia Kuno at sofia.kuno@rfsl.se, no later than December
6th. Please indicate if you want to join the dinner (at own expense)
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Azusa Yamashita • Ketan Tanna • Lawen Mohtadi • Daniel Link • Diego
Tretorola • Jabulani Chen Pereira • Maria Fontenelle • Mariam
Armisen • Miles Tanhira • Mira Kassiani Nassif • Marta Dillon
Sebastian Freire • Ulku ozakin • Yara Chehayed • Ng Yi-Sheng
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Safer Space
guidelines AT ILGA
WORLD 2012

Be anti-oppressive

Recognise that we live in a society and a world full of power imbalances due to
race, class, gender, gender identity and expression, global north-south power imbalance, immigration status, sexual orientation, age, physical ability, social background, and other experiences and identities. Respect our differences and diversity.

Be trustworthy

A safer space is something that we make together

We constantly need to raise awareness of the fact that we, as different people in
the LGBTQI community, are affected in different ways by heteronormativity and the
ways in which gender and sexuality are organised in the world. Here are some recommendations that we all can keep in mind to help make each other feel comfortable, respected and safe during the week. Let us remind ourselves and each other.

We are here to help

If you feel unsafe at any point or have suggestions on how something can be improved, contact one of the organisers/volunteers in the green conference t-shirts.
You can always approach us.  

Don’t disclose another person’s sexual identity or practice, trans* status, or any
other intimate knowledge you have about them to anyone else.

Act respectfully

Make sure that you act in such a way that tries to ensure the fullest possible participation of everyone at this conference. Do not use language or take part in actions
or demonstrations of attitudes that are hurtful, dismissive or off-putting to others.

Enable constructive debates and discussions

Avoid personal or prejudiced comments, generalisations and jokes based on stereotyping, and allow everyone space and time to express themselves.

Be inclusive, not intrusive

Respect everyone

All our gender identities and sexual identities and orientations are valid and equal.
Respect people’s chosen gender identity and address people with the name and
pronoun they prefer.

Be open and non-judgemental

Don’t judge a person’s gender identity or evaluate them in terms of how well they
‘pass’ in their preferred gender. There is no such thing as ‘not being trans* enough’.
Do not question anyone´s sexual identity, remember that identity and practice are
not the same thing and that identities and sexual practices can be interpreted very
differently in different parts of the world. Do not make assumptions about anyone´s
sexuality or gender based on how you interpret the way they are presenting. Use
gender-neutral pronouns or ask politely if you are not sure how to refer to someone.

Try your best to include everyone in social activities, but do not try to convince or
force anyone to take part in something that they are not interested in.

Limit the use of jargon

Limit the use of jargon and other inaccessible language as it can be a barrier to
participation. Explain initials and expressions to facilitate a better understanding for
everyone.

Respect privacy and maintain confidentiality

Do not take photographs of people or use their names and/or picture in reports,
media comments or social media such as Facebook, without their explicit permission, as this, among other things, may compromise some people’s safety. Don’t
ask people about their past, former names, operations, genitals or sexual practices
without their explicit consent.
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TRANSPORT
SL Public Transport

Taxi info- avoid scams

SCHOLARS
You receive an SL Access Card, valid
throughout your stay. It allows you to
travel freely in the public transportation system: subway, buses, commuter
trains and trams. Please keep good
track of this card, as we will not be
able to replace it if lost.

In Stockholm there are numerous taxi
companies that overcharge passengers with ridiculous amounts. Here’s
how to avoid taxi scams:
1. Call Top Cab, which is the official
taxi sponsor of the conference. Give
them a call at +468333333, and they’ll
come pick you up, within 5-15 minutes.
Show you VIP taxi card, provided in
your delegate bag, and receive 1015% discount (depending on when you
travel).
2. If you hail a taxi in the street, ask a
local and they’ll know which companies
are trusted and unscrupulous (also in
this case: if possible: use Top Cab to
receive discount and avoid scams).

NON-SCHOLARS
Bying an SL Access will get you the
cheapest access to travel between ABF,
dinner and party venues, and the hostel/
hotel.
We suggest you buy:
- SL Access Card valid for 3 or 7 days,
depending on the length of your stay.
- SL Access Card with credit “Reskassa”, a certain amount that is deducted
for each trip you make (count on 2-4
trips/day)
Please advise with SL Center at Fridhemsplan or T-centralen whichever option is more affordable for you.
SL Access cards are available in kiosks close to the subway (Pressbyrån) and at SL Center, located
at Fridhemsplan subway stop
and at T-Centralen.
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STF Fridhemsplan
Address: S:t Eriksgatan 20

STF Fridhemsplan is both a hostel and hotel, located near subway station Fridhemsplan in central Stockholm, on the island Kungsholmen. Hotel rooms have en
suite bathrooms, while guests staying in hostel rooms have access to showers and
toilets outside the room.
Our welcome team will be present at STF Fridhemsplan Friday 7th –Sunday 9th,
and hand out delegate bags, SL Access cards (public transport), basic allowances
and answer any questions you might have.
The hostel provides breakfast each morning. Please read on page 20 about the
breakfast shifts for holders of blue wristbands.
The reception is open all day and night.
Tel: +46(8)653 88 00
E-mail: info@fridhemsplan.se
Internet
Wifi is available for free at STF Fridhemsplan.
Wifi is available for free at the conference venue ABF.

Stockholm

Stockholm is the capital and the largest city of Sweden, with a population over 2.1
million in the metropolitan area. Stockholm was founded in 1250, and it has long
been one of Sweden’s cultural, media political and economic centres.
Stockholm is the site of the national Swedish government, Parliament of Sweden
the Supreme Court of Sweden, and the official residence of the Swedish monarch
as well as the Prime minister.
Its strategic location on 14 islands at the mouth of Lake Malar (Mälaren), by the
Stockholm archipelago, has been historically important.
Stockholm is known for its beauty, its buildings and architecture, its abundant clean
and open water, and its many parks. It is sometimes referred to as Venice of the
North.
Some architectural landmarks are the City Hall, with its three crowns which are
also the symbol of the Kingdom of Sweden, the Globe, a spheric building and event
arena South of the city centre, and the royal palace in Gamla Stan.
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ILGA and RFSL wishes to thank
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Conference hotline:

Call: +46850162920 (Only English)
Sms: +46735415389 (English and Spanish)
E-mail: hotline@rfsl.se (English and Spanish)

Addresses:

RFSL, Sveavägen 59, Stockholm
ABF, Sveavägen 41, Stockholm
Hostel STF Fridhemsplan, Sankt Eriksgatan 20
Layout: Daniel Granberg
Cover: Marie Nordin
RFSL 2012
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